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Great design goes beyond just a pretty space and invites us into 
something bigger. What I love about Establishing Home is Jean’s ability 
to create spaces that are equal parts function, beauty, and intuition. 
She’ll inspire you in ways that help you design a home you love, with an 
approach that leaves room for the unexpected too. Home is so much 
more than the sum of its parts, and this beautiful book will encourage 
you to keep pursuing that which fills the gaps. 
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In Establishing Home, Jean Stoffer blesses us with her vast wisdom on 
everything from growing a business to raising a family to nurturing good 
design. With a career that has seen incredible longevity, Jean goes from 
mentor to mom and back in this book, generously bestowing us with 
advice on both life and design. You get the feeling, reading this book, 
that she believes in you and that the sense of home she so effortlessly 
creates is possible for all of us. She empowers us to “choose fine things” 
for our homes, and Jean is the finest of them all.

J U LIA MARC U M

Chris Loves Julia

Bringing attention not only to her design aesthetic but also to her family 
dynamic and business acumen, Jean Stoffer shows us how to live and be 
beautiful. And I am here for it! 

JAC KI E H I LL P E RRY

Writer, speaker, and author of  Holier Than Thou 
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I dedicate this book to my dad, Donald Tittle (1932–2022),  

who was the closest representation of the Father’s love I could imagine.  

His joy, optimism, and love for people inspired and blessed me.  

His love for God was real and felt by me and many others.  

He would have loved reading this story, as he influenced much of it.
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Every home  
and every life  
can become  
even more  
beautiful.





C h a p t e r  1

SUN & SAND

Fifteen minutes into our morning walk on the last day of our Sanibel 
Island vacation, Dale turned to me. “I’m  D-  U-  N done,” he said.

I looked at him, curious. “Is there something in particular you are 
referring to?” I asked.

“I’m done with my job. I’m not going back to the markets,” he said. 
“It’s time to leave that life behind. When we get home, I’m selling my 
seat on the exchange. It’s too fast paced, too  all-  or-  nothing. It’s a young 
man’s game, and I’m done.”

I stopped in my tracks. “What?  But—  but you are a young man. 
You’re only  twenty-  seven!” I countered. “You’re so good at trading, and 
it’s good money.”

Dale was a commodities broker and trader at the Chicago Mercantile 
 Exchange—  and he was successful. His income provided significant 
financial stability for us as a newly married couple.
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“I know, Jean. But every morning when I step out onto the trading floor, I 
feel like I might lose everything,” he said. “That’s not a good state of mind for 
this business. I might as well get out now before something bad happens. Then 
I can figure out what to do next.”

I was stunned. “You’re serious?”
“I’m serious. I’m done.”
“And how long has this thought been in your head?” I asked. “I can’t believe 

there’s no discussion here. I know commodities has never been your  long-  term 
plan, but can’t we talk this over?”

“Well, we’re talking it over now.”
“After you’ve already decided?”
“Yes. After I’ve already decided.”
The thing about Dale is this: he is patient and easygoing, but when he 

decides on something, that’s it. It’s  D-  U-  N. Done.
I wish I could say I tried to understand this decision from his point of view, 

but all I could think about was how it would affect my tidy life. We were finan-
cially dependent on Dale’s earnings, and this announcement certainly wasn’t 
what I was expecting on the last day of our vacation.

“I have decent money in my trading account, and I don’t want to lose it,” 
he said.

“Not a ton of money,” I said. “We spent a good chunk of it on the apartment 
building.” In the two years since getting married, we’d spent only a fraction 
of what he’d earned, but we’d spent some of our savings on an investment 
property.

“Yes, but it’s enough to see us through until I figure out what’s next. And 
we have your job . . .”

“My minimum-wage job,” I retorted.
Looking back, I should have seen this coming. Deep down, both of us had 

always known Dale’s commodities gig wouldn’t last forever. He had watched 
too many colleagues blow out on the trading floor, losing everything and then 
some in a single day. He often talked about what the trading lifestyle did to 
some people who coped with the stress through alcohol, drugs, or lavish spend-
ing. He wanted nothing to do with that world, but it surrounded him day after 
day on the floor.
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All these were signs I could have  investigated—  should have  investigated— 
 but didn’t. I’d been busy enjoying our comfortable income and my  part-  time 
work. Dale’s job had made a lot of things possible for us. We’d bought a town 
house and were remodeling it. We’d  copurchased the apartment building and 
were remodeling it, too. Except for our first few months of marriage, we had 
never really struggled to make ends meet. I now realized those days were 
probably over.

As we resumed our walk along that Florida beach, I glanced over at Dale. 
He looked at peace, settled. He’s such a good man, I thought. True, I wish he had 
included me in this process so I could be fully on board by the time the decision was made, 
but I probably could have been more perceptive about how hard this has been on him.

Our marriage was less than two years old, but it was solid. Dale was the 
kind of man who would never ask me to stay in a job I hated, nor could I bring 
myself to ask him to stay in a career he desperately wanted to leave.

I reached for his hand. “I’m mad at you, but we’ll figure this out,” I said. 
“We’re in this together.”

He squeezed my hand and exhaled.
Our flight home that afternoon was quiet, but my mind raced. Here was my 

new reality: I would be the sole breadwinner while Dale figured out what was 
next. I no longer had the luxury of working as an office manager in an  interior- 
 design  firm—  a field that fascinated me, even if the pay wasn’t great. I needed to 
either find a job that paid more money or add a second job. Doing what?

Just seven days ago, our lives had been orderly and predictable. Now every-
thing was up in the air. I needed to figure out what to do next.

As the world slipped by beneath our jet, I closed my eyes and prayed. Lord, 
I’m angry and I’m scared. I don’t like not knowing how this is going to turn out. I feel a 
huge sense of responsibility for this next season. Show me what you want me to do.

GRAPH PAPER AND FINE THINGS

Growing up in the Midwest in the 1960s and 1970s, I was a typical twelve-year-
old kid. I was the daughter of loving  parents—  the middle of three sisters who 
equally adored our baby brother. I excelled in sports and was decent at school, 
okay at music, and only mediocre at art.
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Yet there I sat in Ms. Hall’s  sixth-  grade art class, riveted.
“This project has two phases,” our teacher explained. “First, you’ll design the 

floor plan of a house.” She turned on an overhead projector and placed a trans-
parency on its glass surface. (It was the 1970s and PowerPoint was years away.) 
An architect’s rendering of a simple,  four-  room plan appeared on the screen.

I’d never seen a floor plan before, but I loved its orderly, clean look. 
Architectural symbols showed me where the bathroom and kitchen were 
located. The windows, doors, closets, and a fireplace were all drawn to scale. It 
was like looking down at an empty home with its roof removed.

“Once I’ve approved your floor plan,” Ms. Hall continued, “you’ll use balsa 
wood and glue to build a 3D model of your house. Then you can decorate it, 
like this.” She stooped behind her desk and lifted a tiny white house with green 
trim, mounted on a thin, square board.

I was mesmerized. Now this is an art project I could get into!
Ms. Hall passed around graph paper. “Take several 

sheets each,” she said. “Use a pencil and a ruler to draw 
your floor plans over the weekend, and bring them in on 
Monday. And remember, your eraser is your friend.”

After school I headed straight to my bedroom and 
pulled out a sheet of my graph paper. I drew a  two-  story 
house with three bedrooms and a bath upstairs and four 
rooms on the main floor. I labeled each of the rooms in 
capital letters, just as Ms. Hall had done: Bedroom 1, 

Bedroom 2, Bedroom 3, and Bath for the second floor; Living Room, Kitchen, 
and Dining Room for the first floor. But what would the other front room be? 
Another bedroom?

In the house we’d lived in when I was younger, my dad had a den. He did 
paperwork there, and sometimes he invited me in. That’s where he taught me 
to play chess, and I had sweet memories in that room. On the fourth room of 
my floor plan, I wrote  D-  E-  N.

Ms. Hall approved my floor plan on the first pass. I spent the next week 
constructing the 3D model of my little house, and I earned an A on the proj-
ect. This was pretty much the extent of my artistic explorations during my 
 growing-  up years. We weren’t an artsy family, but ours was a happy home. My 

Look for fine 

pieces, things that 

are classic, not 

trendy. Something 

fine will last.
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First day of school with my sisters, 1970—and me in a Lacoste dress from Grandpa Bradbury.
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parents were good, solid people whose decisions were driven by practicality 
and Midwest frugality. Buying trendy new clothes or furniture to replace pieces 
that were perfectly  functional—  albeit  outdated—  would have never crossed their 
minds. We kids were never left wanting, though we may not have been setting 
any fashion trends at school either.

Except around Christmas. Each 
December, Grandpa Bradbury (my 
mom’s dad) would take us kids on a 
special  outing—  a shopping trip with one 
grandchild at a time. On these trips, he 
would buy each of us a new Christmas 
outfit.

I loved those trips with Grandpa. He 
would pick me up in his Cadillac, always 
dressed to the nines in a tailored wool 
suit, Florsheim leather shoes, a topcoat, 
and a hat, and smelling faintly of pipe 

tobacco. He’d take me to lunch somewhere fancy, and then it was time for 
shopping.

“Quality matters,” he told me as we wandered the children’s department 
in the Marshall Field’s flagship store on Chicago’s State Street. “Look for fine 
pieces, things that are classic, not trendy. Something fine will last.”

Most young teens my age would have rolled their eyes at the idea of their 
grandfather helping them shop for clothes, but my sisters and I knew better. 
Grandpa’s taste was impeccable. He had an innate sense of fashion.

Back then, I didn’t think of Grandpa Bradbury as an artist, but I can see 
now that he was. He didn’t paint or draw or play an instrument. Instead, he 
filled his home with works of art, sculptures, and fine furniture, and he filled 
his closet with classic  styles—  fine wool suits, starched white shirts, and silk ties.

Although my mother wasn’t as interested in the pursuit of fine things, 
Grandpa must have passed down his appreciation of art. She was an unde-
veloped  artist—  and quite talented. While studying elementary education at 
Northwestern University, she’d filled countless sketchbooks with her drawings.

When I was in high school, I came across those sketchbooks in her closet. 

Me and Grandpa, 1965. Grandpa taught  
me from an early age that quality matters.
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I was utterly surprised. “Mom, I had no idea you could draw!” I said. “These 
are really good! Why didn’t you pursue your art?”

“Oh, honey,” she said. “I got married right after college graduation and had 
your sister nine months later. I didn’t have time to pursue my art as a young 
mom. I was quite happy to set that aside and focus on my family.”

And focus she did. She was a remarkable mom to us kids. As I look back 
on the landscape of my childhood, what stands out about my mom is her con-
stancy. She was consistently home when we were home, which gave us a sense 
of safety, peace, and order. On school days when my sisters and I walked home 
for lunch, my mom’s smiling face greeted us as we stepped through the door, 
and a homemade lunch awaited us on the kitchen table.

My parents instilled in us practical skills that we’d need to become successful 
adults. Dad taught us how to do yard work and sparked our interest in sports, 
especially tennis. Mom encouraged us to babysit so we could earn our own 
money. She taught us how to change sheets on a bed, sort the laundry, and 
properly clean a house.

My favorite lesson was learning how to grocery shop with a  well-  planned 
list. I would ride my bike to the store and buy everything Mom needed. It may 
not sound like much, but when I was a kid, it made me feel so capable. I learned 
I could succeed at things I’d never done before. My mom’s confidence in me 
gave me confidence in myself.

It’s my mom I thank for the solid spiritual ground-
ing I received as a child. When I was four, she became 
a Christian after reading Billy Graham’s book Peace 
with God. She understood God’s love for her in a 
powerful way, and it shaped the rest of her life. She 
read to us from the Bible and explained each passage 
in a way kids could understand. She read all seven of 
C. S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia books aloud at bedtime and explained the 
spiritual meaning behind the stories. Mom was so enthusiastic about her faith 
that it was contagious. She was (and still is) intentional, dedicated, and strong. 
Dad, too, followed Christ, and faith became the undergirding of our home.

Because of my parents’ spiritual influence and example, I began a relation-
ship with God myself. For as long as I can remember, I felt loved by him. I made 

My mom’s confidence 

in me gave me 

confidence in myself.
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my commitment to Christ official during a  fourth-  grade Sunday school class. 
The teacher asked if anyone would like to make a commitment that day, and I 
said I did. I felt close to him and didn’t see any reason to put it off.

“I decided to follow Jesus and became a Christian today,” I told my mom 
after church.

She hugged me. “That’s a decision you’ll never regret,” she said. And she 
was right.

When I was eighteen, Mom developed cervical dystonia, an incurable 
disease that causes her debilitating pain in the neck and upper body. The 
pain kept her from doing many of the things she loved to do, and I watched 
as she fought to make adjustments to her new reality. This became the whole 
family’s struggle as  well—  particularly my dad’s. He felt responsible not only 
to provide for his family but to research and pursue medical care for my 
mother, make sure we kids had what we needed, and adapt to a life with 
serious limitations. My mom’s illness changed her  life—  and all our  lives—  in 
a quantum way.

Gradually, Mom accepted her illness and the pain it caused, along with 
the call she felt God had given her in this new season: to pray for those God 
brought to her mind. This is a call she has faithfully pursued for the past  forty- 
 five years, and I’m grateful my mother’s prayers have blanketed our  family— 
 and many other  families—  for four generations. I want my legacy to be like my 
parents’—  with Christ as its foundation, living in a way that demonstrates a love 
for Jesus.

A PATH FORWARD

When I graduated from high school, I headed to college in Oklahoma. My 
grandpa had very specific ideas about how I should present myself at college, so 
he took me shopping and purchased my college wardrobe. Once again, his taste 
was impeccable. I can’t imagine what I might have looked like as an incoming 
freshman, left to my own fashion devices, but Grandpa Bradbury made sure 
I projected a look that was classic, elegant, and a little modern. I might have 
been nervous about how hard college might be, but my wardrobe gave me a 
little boost of confidence.
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Over the next four years, I pursued my bachelor’s in business. For my 
senior year capstone project, my team was tasked with helping a local business 
find ways to improve their sales and  processes—  a lofty goal for  twenty-  one-  year- 
 olds with no business experience. But with all the overconfidence of youth, I 
set out to help.

We were assigned a local store that sold and rented 
musical instruments, and I was tasked to give input 
in the area of marketing. When I stepped into the 
store to meet the owner, I saw violins, guitars, pianos, 
flutes, and clarinets cluttered everywhere, in poorly 
lit displays. They were dusty, disorganized, and 
overcrowded.

I interviewed the owner to learn about her busi-
ness and to find out what kind of improvements she 
wanted to see.

“Sales are lagging,” she said.
After listening to her struggles and vision, I offered 

a suggestion. “Musical instruments are such things of 
beauty,” I said. “If we organized them by type and then displayed them artfully, 
I think we could help customers respond emotionally. They would want one 
of your beautiful instruments in their lives.”

The owner gave me free rein to reorganize the place. I did my best to create 
an artistic experience for  customers—  one that would inspire them toward mak-
ing music with the instruments in her store.

I also encouraged the owner to make her storefront more inviting for 
passers by. This was before the days of CAD ( computer-  aided design) programs, 
so in a throwback to my  sixth-  grade art project, I pulled out my graph paper, 
ruler, pencil, and eraser and drew sketches of some simple changes she could 
make to the layout of the store.

The work came easily, and when I was finished, the sketches surprised me 
with their artistic beauty. My senior project passed muster with our department 
head, and I was one step closer to graduating.

Something beyond classwork had been occupying much of my time during 
my senior year. I had met the man who would become my  husband—  the same 

A college graduate—and yet my  
real education was about to begin.
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man who, a few years into our future, would decide to quit his  job—  a turning 
point that would launch my career in interior design.

GOOd dESIGN:  Choose Fine Things

Grandpa Bradbury taught me the value of choosing classic style and quality 
over cheaply constructed, trendy fashion. Looking back, I can see how deeply 
his values affected my thinking in  design—  and in life. Quality has staying 
power.

I choose the highest quality materials or house I can afford, even if it means 
buying something used and in need of restoration. I invest in things that are 
well constructed, made with quality materials.

Quality matters in relationships, as well. When we choose fine people to 
walk alongside us in life, we choose well. I didn’t know where the future would 
take me, but I knew I wanted Dale at my side. He was made of quality stuff, 
and somehow we would find a path forward that allowed both of us to thrive.
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